GRAIN BINS
Grain bins are a hazard on farming operations. Flowing grain can entrap or completely bury
a full-grown person in mere seconds. Atmospheric hazards also exist. Workers should use
extreme caution when working in and around grain bins.
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OBJECTIVE

To advise farm workers of the inherent
risks and safe working protocols of
grain bins
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What precautions should you take before entering a grain bin?
2. How is grain bin equipment de-energized and locked out on this
farm (e.g. augers)?
3. What is a grain bridge?

TRAINING POINTS

Major hazards associated with grain bins include
Entrapment becoming trapped in grain beyond the point of escaping alone
Engulfment becoming completely buried or submerged in grain
Toxic gases and dusts
Grain Bridge grain forms a hardened crust with cavities or pockets of air beneath
This is common in frozen or spoiled grain
Walking on a grain bridge may cause it to collapse
Grain Wall Avalanche grain sticking to the walls of the bin breaks free and collapses
This is especially dangerous when the grain wall is taller than the height of the person in the bin
If you must enter a grain bin, wear a harness with a properly secured rope.
Never enter a grain bin without another person present—there must always be one observer outside of the bin.
Never enter a bin when unloading equipment or augers are running.
Always follow your operation’s lockout tagout procedures before entering a bin
Wear appropriate respiratory protection when working in a grain bin.
An N-95 respirator is appropriate to protect your airway from dusts and spores
A supply-air respirator may be needed if there is limited oxygen in the bin
Maintain 3 points of contact when climbing a ladder to access a grain bin.
If someone is trapped in or beneath grain, immediately call 911.
Never enter a grain bin where a victim has become entrapped or engulfed
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

☑ Never enter a grain bin unless absolutely necessary.
☑ There must always be another person present to observe & assist
☑ Always de-energize unloading equipment and augers before entering a bin.
☑ Many accidents take place when the person entering the grain bin is in a hurry. Slowing down
and taking proper safety precautions saves lives.
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